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Tips for Learning Success

 Use information to real sport program.

 Work individually and collaboratively, in diferent groups in order to 

share skills.

 Explore a variety of multimodal and authentic materials.

 Do activities that require physical exercise, thinking and solve 

problems.

 Use graphic organizers to structure ideas and physical skills. 

 Use appropriate language to explain information to others (orally and

in writing).

 Do a glossary with especialized badminton words.

 Work in safe learning environments.

 Ask questions in order to understand concepts

 Asses your own work and that the others.
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Selected video document

Watch the video linked and answer the questions.
“New shuttle time promo”: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Bi4nLfv-xE

Activities to extract explicit information, implicit 
meaning and referential interpretation or 
creativity:

Explicit:

1. Which year started the shuttle time pilots?

2. How many countries are following the shuttle time program?

Implicit:

3. Which social status predominates between shuttle time followers?

4. Has been this program successful? Explain how the program achieves
their aims.

Referential:

5. Do you think this program could be possible in Vallbona d'Anoia?
Justify your answer and explain which activities you can imagine.

6. Would you like to know more about this initiative of the Badminton
World Federation, take a look at the resources and multimedia materials
and try to improve your badminton skills? What are your motivations?



Level Test

We start de practice playing badminton in pairs to detect diferent levels of badminton

techniques.

Reinforcement activity

Flashcard “1. Court & serve roules” will be for de students with problems to remember basic

rules and how to play badminton. They have to read the basic rules about serve and practice

them in pairs. If they learn how is the court and how to serve correctly they could pass to the

flascard “2. Backhand serve”. (See the document attched)

Extension activity 

The group of students with initial abilities with the racket begin for the flashcard
“2. Backhand serve”. They have to read all the information and practice in pairs
trying to do the badminton technics correctly. They can pass to the flashcard 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8. (See the document attched)

Extra-material

All this information of the materials is authentic english from the shuttle time 
program that I have adapted to make it more atracctive for the pupils.
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Project work: Which is our badminton level?
 

Badminton unit: Shuttle time!

 Session 1 - Which badminton level we have?

The aim of the session is to know the technic errors when we are using diferent 
badminton hits. 

We begin the session analysing the forehand and backhand serves techniques, 
forehand drive and backhand drive and overhead hitting techniques: clear, drop and 
smash. 

All this skills will be worked in group of 4. The group election will be free, indepently the 
badminton level and learning abilities.

A pair of members of the the group try to do correctly each technic while the others 
two mates are filling the test sheet reporting the level of the players on each throw or hit. 
There are eight technic test sheets to know which is the level of their classmates (See 
the documents attached ). 

When the players had practiced all the techniques they will change the rol between 
players and observers. All the technical items have been registred in the test sheets. 

At the end of the session, each group will has to prepare what to tell to each player
during the next session to correct the main errors done in each hit. They will have some
basic structures to express theirs corrections and advises in a flashcard "Corrections"
(See the document attached "Corrections").

 Session 2 - Correcting the errors and concluding progressions.

The aim of the second session is correct the errors detected in the firts session. 

Each parner tell to his mate which are their errors and how to improve the execution of 
the hits worked.

Once practiced and corrected the main errors, each player will have to write the most 
important items to improve by himself. All the players will have to fill a conclusion sheet 
named "Conclusions" (See the document attached "Conclusions").



Session 3 - preparing presentation 

During this session each group have to record four videos about four of their
progressions with the badminton hits (one for each group membrer).
With this material, each group will prepare an oral presentation about thier learning
process in english following a structures given in a help presentation sheet (See the
document attached "Preparing oral presentation").

The students with abilities can work with more complex hits (techniques flash cards
number 4, 5 ,6 ,7, 8) and the pupils with more dificulties can work with elementary hits
(techniques flash cards number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) successively.

The presentation has to follow these directions:

1. Introduce group members, levels and hits worked (session 1)
2. Explanation which errors had been found: Analysis and Technical conclusions
(session 2)
3. Corrections given and results (session 3) 
4. Watch the video of the four progressions with music. Explanation what they
had worked at the same time the video is playing.

Each part of presentation will be presented for one of the group members. All of them
need to talk equally.

Session 4 - Presentation day and proposition

The groups will show thiers progressions at the rest of the class doing the presentation.

Extra-material

All this information of the materials is authentic English from the shuttle time program that
I have adapted to make it more attractive for the pupils. All the extra-sheets and flash 
cards wil be the materials that the students will work during the sessions.



































In this unit you have…

 .known, worked and improved your badminton techniques
 .learned together: in pairs , in group.
 .practised your english in a different way as usual.


